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It is widespread for many organizations nowadays to make use of a virtual directory as a result of
numerous benefits related with them. While there might be solutions accessible, it really is
constantly a superb notion to decide on 1 which is created completely in .NET managed code and
can help in enhancing the Microsoft infrastructure by catering to the virtualization and transformation
demands. There are quite a few capabilities included in this type of virtual directory.

Some organizations are unaware with the significance of having a single and consolidated AD forest
or domain. With this particular complications in group management can happen which typically
entails intricate permissions and trusts. These concerns are solved by a virtual directory server in
such a way that it provides robust group management that will not call for forest trusts.

Having a virtual directory server, it is possible to obtain static group membership wherein the users
from the diverse LDAP directories are integrated as static group members with no trusts.
Furthermore, the users from various forests or LDAP directories are integrated enthusiastically into
the group according to adhering on the assessed criteria.

Furthermore, a virtual directory can actually aid your organization to go with the initiatives on audit
and compliance which includes those becoming necessary by a variety of organizations like Basel II
and Capital Accord HIPAA. The top factor about utilizing a virtual directory is it has a comprehensive
and full audit logging of each activity. Every LDAP operation is becoming logged and stored into the
database for the purpose of easy reporting along with recovery. By using the built-in web reporting,
one can tell who logged in and when. Not merely that, it also supplies details on the modifications
which have been created.

Aside from the merging choices that a virtual directory, it also serves other functions that created it
further a necessity to most organizations nowadays. For instance, it acts as an LDAP proxy, which
can be a sort of protection into the directories and net server atmosphere. With this type protection,
you can be confident that all of your information and files stay protected and unchanged specifically
if the information is confidential that you simply do not want it to become very easily accessed by
other users.
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